
Surname: 

Given Names: 

Birth Date: 

Address: 

Home Phone: 

Mobile: 

Emergency Contact/s: (name & number) 

RELEASE
There are risks associated with practicing Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu, and by choosing to take part you are assuming a degree of risk, including risk 
of physical injury. Equipe Mestre Wilson Jiu-Jitsu  Australia and its instructors take all reasonable care to keep you safe at training, but it is 
a condition of your enrolment that you agree to release Equipe Mestre Wilson Jiu-Jitsu Australia from any liability arising in the course of 
your training. Please read the following points carefully and then sign the release form below. If you are under 18, please have your parent 
or legal guardian read the form carefully and sign below on your behalf. 

1.     I understand that practicing Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu involves the risk of physical injuries.
2.     I affirm that I am in good physical condition and do not have any injuries or conditions that may impact on my training or 
lead to the risk of injury that I have not discussed with the responsible instructor.
3.     I agree to indemnify and hold harmless Equipe Mestre Wilson Jiu-Jitsu Australia and its instructors for any injury or harm 
that occurs to me in the course of my training, howsoever arising. In particular, I agree to waive any claim that I might have
against Equipe Mestre Wilson Jiu-Jitsu Australia and its instructors howsoever arising, expressly including claims that arise 
from the negligent act or omission of Professor Tavares Tutida, Paul Sayers or any other instructor, member or participant in 
training. 
4.     I agree to indemnify and hold harmless Equipe Mestre Wilson Jiu-Jitsu Australia and its instructors for any loss, harm or 
injury that occurs as a result of the condition or nature of the premises used for training.
5.     I agree to hold Equipe Mestre Wilson Jiu-Jitsu Australia and its instructors harmless for any loss or damage to my 
possessions associated with training, howsoever arising, including through the negligence of any person associated with Equipe 
Mestre Wilson Jiu-Jitsu Australia. 

Signature:  *        Date: 

* parent or guardian to name and sign if student is under 18 y/o 

 

SABER BRAZILIAN JIU-JITSU
MEMBERSHIP FORM

RELEASE
Th ere are risks associated with practicing Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu, and by choosing to take part you are assuming a degree of 
risk, including risk of physical injury. Saber Brazilian Jiu-jitsu and its instructors take all reasonable care to keep you safe at 
training, but it is a condition of your enrolment that you agree to release Saber Brazilian Jiu-jitsu from any liability arising in 
the course of your training. Please read the following points carefully and then sign the release form below. If you are under 
18, please have your parent or legal guardian read the form carefully and sign below on your behalf. 

 1.     I understand that practicing Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu involves the risk of physical injuries. 
 2.     I affi  rm that I am in good physical condition and do not have any injuries or conditions that may impact on 
         my training or lead to the risk of injury that I have not discussed with the responsible instructor. 
 3.     I agree to indemnify and hold harmless Saber Brazilian Jiu-jitsu, and their instructors for any injury or harm 
         that occurs to me in the course of my training, howsoever arising. In particular, I agree to waive any claim that 
         I might have against Saber Brazilian Jiu-jitsu and their instructors, howsoever arising, expressly including 
         claims that arise from the negligent act or omission of Professor Paul Sayers or any other instructor, member 
         or participant in training. 
 4.     I agree to indemnify and hold harmless Saber Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu,  and their instructors, for any loss, harm or 
         injury that occurs as a result of the condition or nature of the premises used for training.
 5.     I agree to hold Saber Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu,  and their instructors, harmless for any loss or damage to my 
                          possessions associated with training, howsoever arising, including through the negligence of any person 
          associated with Saber Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu. 

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP FEES 
(incl annual PCYC Fee) 
Child (under 18)  $50
Adult   $85

CLASS FEES
Child (under 18)  $10/class or $100/term
Adult   $10/class or 
   $100/12pass card


